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VIDEO TUTORIAL:

Here’s a full video tutorial for this pattern: https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=raiwKkxRIgQ

MATERIALS NEEDED:
Fabric - I use cotton twill but you can use whatever you like! Popular embroidery fabric options
include muslin, calico, or linen. However, you can use anything! Even an old bed sheet.
An embroidery hoop - I made my embroidery in a 5″ hoop but you can use any size you’d like!
The pattern can be sized up or down as needed.
Embroidery thread - I used DMC thread for my pattern but here is a conversion chart if you use
a different brand.
A pair of scissors and a needle to embroider with - I used sizes 9, 10, and 5 Dritz needles. A
variety pack of needles would work well since some parts of the pattern require just a single
strand of thread and some areas require multiple strands.

TRANSFERRING YOUR PATTERN:
Directly trace it - Print out the pattern and tape it to a window. Tape your fabric over the
pattern and trace it. You can trace your pattern with pencils, wash out pens, or heat sensitive
Pens.
Notes:
● Other options for marking your fabric include, Water Soluble Pencils, Chalk, or
Transfer Pens.
● You may have to wash or iron your fabric to get the marks out when you’re finished.
● In a pinch, or if want to save paper, you can just trace the pattern directly off your
computer or iPad screen.
Carbon paper transfer - Print out the pattern on regular paper. Take a sheet of carbon
paper and place it carbon side down onto your fabric. Place your printed pattern on top of it. Use
something pointy to trace over the design. It can be a pen or a pencil or even a stylus. Don’t use
anything too sharp or it can poke through the paper.
Notes:
● If you’re worried about your paper moving while you’re tracing it, tape it in place.
● Carbon paper can be purchased online or at most craft stores
● Depending on what kind you buy, your carbon paper transfer might not wash out.
Water-soluble transfer - What you need is an adhesive water soluble stabilizer. It’s a thin
sheet of film you can print your design on that you can attach to your embroidery fabric. After
stitching your design through it, you simply wash it off!
Notes:
● This method can be a bit pricey.
● You can buy these water-soluble stabilizers at some craft stores or online.
● Works well for stretchy fabrics.

FINISHING YOUR EMBROIDERY
Once you’ve finished your embroidery and cleaned it all up you’re good to go! You can leave it
in the hoop you stitched it in, or take it out. If you want to keep it in your hoop and finish the
back of your hoop, there’s many ways to do that! I’ve made a tutorial on how I finish the back of
my hoops and you can see it here:
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=D8cF9x1CdQU
If you have pets, you might want to lint roll your piece, too.
That’s it! I hope you found this helpful. If you have any questions I would love to answer them!
Post your finished work on instagram and use #stitchingsabbatical or tag me and I’ll share your
finished piece!
Thank you so much for your support! Feel free to email me if you have any questions.
♡ Michelle
hello@stitchingsabbatical.com
www.stitchingsabbatical.com
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